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Welcome to the TextileNet specific manual – this is a step by step illustration of using TextileNet 

- This is a specific instruction for TextileNet V3.58 onward. For earlier version please refer to the old manual. 

- For installation instruction, please refer to the separate installation guide. 

- For the general instruction of our software, please refer to the ibuyer.hk general software manual. 

- For the platform, database structure and design change of software, please refer to the technical manual 
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Target user of TextileNet 

The TextileNet is aimed textiles manufacturer, textiles converters, yarn traders, fabric traders, printers, dyers, spinners, weaver and 

knitter. Including non-woven, lining and interlining production factory or trading company. 

 

The design concept of TextileNet 

It is for managing the textile greige goods or finished fabrics. The workflow is; 

1. Library; a textile library to collect all the fabric, yarn details 

2. Costing; prepare a detail costing breakdown of the textile product (detailed & simple) 

3. Quotation; issue textile quotation to the customer 

4. Documents; prepare PI, SC to customer 

5. Purchasing; purchase yarn, greige goods or finished fabrics (woven, knit and non-woven) 

6. Lab-dips; gather all the laboratory dipping records and swatches for approval 

7. Inspection; using four point fabric system to determine fabric quality 

8. Greige Receiving; when supplier deliver greige goods to your warehouse 

9. Greige Deliveries; if your company sell or distribute greige goods to customer or workshop 

10. Subcontract Order; for outsource or in-house production process. 

11. Receiving; when supplier deliver finished goods to your warehouse 

12. Deliveries; if your company sell finished goods to customer 

13. Adjustment; input damages, lost, stolen, stock count or return items 

14. Item Master; any inventory, leftover and movement summary of the goods 

 

When you open the TextileNet, you will see the above screen, the dashboard. It show you the workflow in the middle part of it. 

Follow the workflow to input merchandising information and convert the business data from one to another.  
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Library 

The Textile Library is used to collect all the textile, yarn, fabric information for repeatedly using in the TextileNet. Not only the basic 

textile information, it also has a sub-table in the bottom section to collect the price quote information regarding those textile items. 

The reason that we collect all these information in a library because we can use that information to generate catalog, swatch card, 

booklet and pamphlet.  

 

Furthermore, merchandiser can use this very first textile information in the next module, which is able to select and insert to other 

panel to minimize double entry problem. Please note user must input the top main table before they can input the bottom sub-table 

(price information). Otherwise it won’t allow you to do so. The Library will use it collected price information to generate a price 

quote comparison report, which can be sorted or filter to list out the price compare for the same group of textiles.  

 

This is very useful for the merchandiser if they wanted to find out the cheapest price quote from different suppliers beyond the same 

group either by item, by description, by fiber content or by construction. 
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Detailed Costing 

The detailed costing form is used to create a detail costing breakdown of your textile product, which is preparing for later use in 

quotation and cost comparison. This is designed for textiles manufacturer wanted to have a detailed cost sheet with production cost 

of every procedures. Merchandiser could use this costing module to create costing breakdown for yarn, wool top, woven fabric, 

knitting fabric, lining, non-woven fabric, interlining, carpet, towel, bed sheets. Basically they just follow the sub-table A, B, C, D, E and 

input the necessary cost for the relevant textile item. 

 

For an example of woven or knitting fabric, merchandiser will input cost for greige good, raw yarn, wetting, warping, weaving, 

knitting, waxing, preparation, labor or workmanship cost. Later on, merchandiser will move the fabric to dyeing, finishing or printing 

and so the estimate charges for this process will input to the sub-table. Finally, if there is any other sub-contract, transportation, 

packing, shrinking or other cost involved will also input to the sub-table.  

The subtotal of the all cost from the four sub-tables will be calculated and summarized in the costing summary on the first page. (A. 

Article details) please note you won’t be able to input or edit the cost formula on the first page as it is a calculated field from the 

sub-table. 

The two costing summary: 

1. Currency for costing & quotation - important as it is going to be used as the quotation currency and total cost to customer 

2. 2nd currency for reference only - for reference of local currency only. i.e. INR for India; BDT for Bangladesh; RMB for china 

 

It has costing sheet and detailed cost comparison report for merchandiser and management to review the cost structure. 
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Simple costing 

The simple costing form is used to create a simple costing breakdown of your textile product, which is preparing for later use in 

quotation and cost comparison. This is designed for textiles trader or converter wanted to have a simple cost sheet with rough cost 

figures of major procedures only.  

 

For example; If textiles trader or convert  

- Only involved in dyed fabric reselling,  

- Purchase greige goods and provide dyeing & printing only, 

- Only buy & resell finished textiles only, 

- Subcontract finishing procedures, printing, coating, preshrunk services only 

Then they are suggested to use the simple costing to minimize their costing element and simplify the costing procedures. 

It also has costing sheet and cost comparison report for merchandiser and management to review the cost structure. 
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Quotation 

The quotation form is used to create quotation sheet to your customer. We strongly recommend our user to use the convert button 

either on the detailed costing or simple costing to convert couple of articles to become a new quotation record. The convert button 

are on the right hand side section F. on detailed costing or just right hand middle below the select article no. sub-table.  

 

Which could easily convert several article in costing sheet and make it become a quotation record. User may also use the select & 

insert pull down list on the right hand side to select & insert article that is pull out from library or both costing record.  

There is some useful report for management to review the cost against quote comparison and the margin. This could find out the 

highest margin quote and customer that is benefit to your company’s operating profit and priority. One of the useful report is the 

Cost Vs. quote analysis report, which link up the costing to quote together so that management can easily review the cost summary 

against the quote and margin. It can be sorted and filter to see a specified group of articles. Depends on merchandiser’s requirement. 

If the profit margin is higher than average will be denoted by red color. 
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Documents 

Merchandiser may issue pro forma invoice and sales contract by using the document form. It issue document to your customer and 

meantime collect the sales information to generate a sales analysis report for review. Please try your best to use the convert button 

on the quotation form and convert a confirmed quote to become a new record of document. Which can save a lot of time and avoid 

duplicated input and typo error. 

 

 

The sales analysis report is grouping by customer and by month, in this connection, management may easily find out the monthly 

sales revenue and revenue by each customer for a specific period of date range. 

 

Merchandise can filter the above report by the select parameter & look up pull down list and date range boxes to get the group of 

information that they want from this report. 
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Purchase 

The next step using TextileNet is purchasing. You have to issue purchase order for textile and so your supplier will deliver it to your 

warehouse. Your merchandiser may purchase because of having order on hand (irregular purchase principle) or just purchase to keep 

inventory for future sales purpose (regular purchase principle). Or your merchandiser just want to purchase some greige goods into 

your warehouse for regular storage in order to pick up short lead-time order or quick respond reorder. 

 

Before the purchasing of textile raw material, merchandiser must use the 

1. Library to collect the textile information from the suppliers. 

2. Costing modules to create a cost breakdown of the finished textile products. 

3. Quotation modules to issue a quote of the finished textile product to the customer. 

4. Documents modules to issue pro forma invoice, sales confirmation to the customer. 

5. Item master to double check the availability (leftover inventory) of the textile going to purchase. 

6. Use the cost comparison report to review the previous purchase price of similar article to ensure getting a cheapest price. 

If all the above information has been added to TextileNet system and there is no unreasonable issue found, than merchandise can go 

ahead to proceed a new purchase of the article. 

The purpose of the above check point is to avoid; 

- Over price purchase 

- Over inventory reorder 

- Wastage  

- Order below margin 

 

This is one of the core value of using TextileNet, should be complied with the workflow and stick to this check point procedures. 
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Lab-dips 

Before the textile goods going into bulk production, a color standard must be approved. This is to ensure the dyed fabric, yarn 

complied with the customer’s desired color. It is an important procedure before bulk production of the textiles to protect the interest 

of both the supplier, trader and customer. May use the convert button on the purchase to convert a purchase to become a new lab 

dips record. The lab dips form not only handles lad dips, it also covered strike-off and hand looms. Merchandiser can fill in strike-off 

or handloom information and print out swatch card alternatively. 

 

The lab dip status report can give a full picture to the merchandiser about the approval situation on different fabrics. It also keep 

track of the lab dips group by customer, by supplier, by month with sorting and filter function. Make it easily for merchandiser to 

review the overall situation of a lot of lab dips and re-dips. 
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Inspection 

QC inspector may use this inspection form to record fabric inspection result 

 

We use the fabric four point system as the inspection standard. Total score will be calculated automatically once inspector input bulk 

yardages, fabric width yardages inspected and defect points sub-table.  
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Greige Receiving 

When a mill deliver goods to your warehouse, stock keeper will process stock in (receiving) procedure. By that time, they need to fill 

in records of receiving (After 4 point inspection passed).  

However the TextileNet has separate the receiving and deliveries into two kinds of article. One is greige goods and the other is 

finished article. This separation both in receiving and deliveries make it easier to find out greige goods and finished fabrics. 

When you open the receiving, you will see following screen.  

 

You have to select the stock in item from the item ID? Or Article No? From the pull down menu and scroll to the item. You may also 

use the select & insert pull down list to insert article to the sub-table. It is recommended that user should use the convert button in 

the purchase and convert the purchase record into a new greige receiving record. 

 

Once selected, you have to fill in the rest details; 

- Storage location; storage location inside your warehouse 

- Quantity.; quantity of the stock in goods 

- Spec.; specification of the goods – dye lot, lot#, color shade 

- Package description; 

- Total case no; total case number 

- Expiry; expiry date of this goods 

 

For example, if a textile convertor want to purchase a greige goods and subcontract it to a dyer to color it. They can use this greige 

receiving form to control the receiving of the greige goods. Afterward deliver it to the dyer for dyeing process. 
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Greige Deliveries 

 

You have to select the stock out item from the item ID? Or Article No? From the pull down menu and scroll to the item. You may also 

use the select & insert pull down list to insert article to the sub-table. It is recommended that user should use the convert button in 

the greige receiving and convert the receiving record into a new greige deliveries record. 

 

Once selected, you have to fill in the rest details; 

- Quantity.; quantity of the stock in goods 

- Spec.; select specification of the goods – dye lot, lot#, color shade 

- Package description; 

- Total case no; total case number 

- P. Order#; the production order number, purchase order no, job order no or subcontract order no. 

 

For example, if a textile convertor want to send a greige goods to a subcontractor to for printing. They can use this greige deliveries 

form to control the delivery of the greige goods. Afterward deliver it to the printer for printing process. Once finished, printer will 

send it back to the warehouse and go through a receiving again. (Finished piece goods receiving)  
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Subcontract Order 

 

 

The subcontract order module is used to prepare any subcontract orders to either in-house, workshop or 3rd party subcontractor 

That carry out any textile processing for your company. For example yarn spinning, knitting, weaving, dyeing, printing and finishing 

etc. and if your fabric mill has in-house workshop, you may use it to create subcontract order as a production order for the workshop. 

For example, a spinning mill can use it t issue scouring of fiber, blowing room, carding, roving, ring spun spinning and twisting etc. 

If can also applied to weaving mills and knitting mills for the fabric making process. On the subcontract order, please specify the bulk 

quantity and unit price of the process, this is very important for the gross profit product costing monitor as finally we have to pull out 

a report to list out all the greige cost, subcontract process cost in order to keep track of the production costing. Made sure it is within 

your quotation profit margin. 
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Receiving 

This receiving form has a little difference with the greige receiving, while the greige is only for receiving of greige goods. This 

receiving form record all the finished piece goods incoming to the warehouse. The purpose of setting up two receiving form is to 

separate out the greige and finished piece goods, so that merchandiser are more easy when finding these two kinds of textiles. 

 

It has a stock in activity report which can be sorted or filter to find out the stock in movement of all the textiles that incoming to the 

warehouse. Such that make it easier for he merchandiser to find out a group of article and there stock in information and where 

about inside the warehouse. Together with a precise record for stock in quantity, color, storage location and supplier.  
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Deliveries 

When your company has item to move out of the warehouse, it has to be two reasons; 

- Selling fabric to customer; 

- Move to workshop for production; 

Please use deliveries form to create the invoice or pick list, so that the stock keeper can arrange the stock out items accordingly. 

Merchandiser may also use the convert button on the receiving and convert it to become a new deliveries record. This could speed 

up the input and avoid typo error if the textiles has an in / out relationship. 

 

The above is an outstanding payment report to track the credit / payment situation of each customer. To avoid over credit and risk. 
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Adjustment 

The purpose of adjustment form is to record the article after stock taking, some article has problem and cannot be used. Like missing, 

stolen, damaged, broken and etc. normally the quantity in this form is denoted by “-“minus number so that the system will deduct 

the adjustment quantity from the inventory. 

 

The adjusted record of the article will reflect in the item master of the article. It could be very easy for the stock keeper or 

merchandiser to identify those unused quantity. 
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Item master 

This is the inventory report and is the item master of all the articles. It will display a summary of all item inventory record one by one. 

With all the important button and reports help you to get inventory, stock movement, leftover and stock in / stock out reports. The 

item master is the record for all the item that you purchased will be show up one by one. With the most recent record being shown 

on top together with leftover quantity, stock-in and stock-out summary. If you have 1,000 article purchased, you will have 1,000 

records in the item master and each of them is shown with the article details, movement, leftover so that user can easily have an 

overall review of each item.  

In this connection, management can see every single item in one single screen; you can navigate record to see the rest item. 

If merchandiser wants to skip the procedures and jump to wherever they want to start with, it is ok to do so. This is because the 

TextileNet system will let them to input data and very flexible for merchandiser to continue. 

Meanwhile, the Item master is read only, it is only for the purpose of searching, finding, viewing individual item. Please do not 

attempted to input, update, adding any data or record in the Item master form. Merchandiser must go to the relevant form to input, 

edit or update those data 

 

 

On the right hand side column, there is various inventory report for the merchandiser to choose from, which is help the stock keeper, 

merchandiser, accounts and management a great deal. It has closing stock, leftover, movement, low level report which can be sorted 

or filter to get the group of article that you want. Make it very easy to find out what exactly inside your warehouse. 
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Export Gross Profit & Analysis Report 

This is one of the most important and key feature of our system. The purpose of designing these analyses is used to find out the 

cheapest supplier, best sold item and most generous customer. 

These reports are grouped by and export to excel for further editing and sorting and so easy for management review; 

Export Sales Report 

Export Gross Profit Report 

Purchase vs. Sales Analysis by Color 

Purchase vs. Sales Analysis by Item Group 

Purchase vs. Sales Analysis by Supplier 

In this connection, management can easily find out the comparison between items. Which is cheapest for the same item or article 

number? How much quantity does it sold out? What item is the best seller? How much did your customer pay for these item when 

compare? Who gave you a better price for buying the same item from you? 

 

With this information, management can do a better decision to set priority for each customer. What item should be offering to which 

customer? What item should be buying from which supplier? 

 

As a result, you may sharply increase your company’s sales revenue and profit margin. Meantime, minimize you cost of purchasing 

and inventory value. Please review this analysis report from time to time which is very helpful for your business. 
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Gross Profit & Inventory report By DocID 

 

This is the Gross Profit & Inventory Movement report to keep tracking of the production cost and wastage on the production of the 

fabrics. 
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Textile Calculator 

This is a unique tools to calculate and convert knitted fabric, woven fabric & yarn from length to weight or verse. This tools is 

extremely useful for the merchandiser because textiles unit always requested by length, weight, width, linear or area measurement. 
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Workgroup user name and password 

Our database software by nature is being used by multiple user over a company network in order to get the most benefit of its 

information sharing purpose, thus a structural database is very powerful for business operation. On top of sharing data beyond 

merchandisers, user right control is also important to limit individual staff to access any sensitive information. In this connection, we 

have designed our database software with build-in user right workgroup to achieve this goal. Listed below is the build-in user name, 

password and their right. 

 

By default, all users password is 123 for all logon names. 

User name  password  right 

Ibuyer.hk  6691144911 project designer 

VP   123   admin 

CEO   123   admin 

Boss   123   admin 

GM   123   all data user 

MM   123   all data user 

ReadOnly  123   read only 

AddOnly  123   add data only 

EditOnly  123   edits data only 

Purchaser  123   purchasing modules 

Purchaser01 123   purchasing modules 

Purchaser02 123   purchasing modules 

Purchaser03 123   purchasing modules 

Purchaser04 123   purchasing modules 

Sales   123   sales modules 

Sales01  123   sales modules 

Sales02  123   sales modules 

Sales03  123   sales modules 

Sales04  123   sales modules 

Keeper  123   stock modules 

Keeper01  123   stock modules 

Keeper02  123   stock modules 

Keeper03  123   stock modules 

Keeper04  123   stock modules 

Shipping  123   shipping modules 

Shipping01  123   shipping modules 

Shipping02  123   shipping modules 

Shipping03  123   shipping modules 

Shipping04  123   shipping modules 
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That is for the concept and using of TextileNet, hope our system can help you identify the cheapest supplier, most generous 

customer, best quality supplier, fastest vendor, improve gross profit, sales revenue and precise inventory movement for your 

operation. Thus improve your profit and strengthen your operation with better cash flow and less inventory liability. 
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